Poster Resources:

**Academic Poster Design**

- *Poster Perfect*: How to drive home your science with a visually pleasing poster (The Scientist)
- *Better Posters*: A resource for improving poster presentations (Blog from DoctorZen)
- *Designing conference posters*: excellent tips and examples (Colin Purrington)
- *Conference Posters* (Organizing Creativity)
- *So, Your Poster Got Accepted--Now What?* (recorded webcast from the National Library of Medicine)
- *The Scientist’s Guide to Poster Design* (Katie Everson, University of Alaska Fairbanks)
- *Creating Effective Poster Presentations*: An Effective Poster - excellent overall (NC State)
- *The Basics of Poster Design*: useful for all disciplines
- *Designing Effective Posters*: online tutorial (Kansas University)
- *Preparing Professional Scientific Posters*: planning and construction (University of Minnesota)
- *Effective Poster Design* (University of Guelph)

- *Create a poster that graphically communicates your message* (University of Guelph)